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Managing Your Brokerage

Applied Commercial Lines
is the industry’s commercial
lines solution.
Applied provides an end-to-end digital platform for you
to manage all lines of business.
Applied Commercial Lines enables your brokerage to capture risk
information, and automate round-trip rate, quote and bind processes
within your daily workflows.
You can reach customers and prospects across more channels to provide
a collaborative, digitized application and policy experience, eliminating
reliance on traditionally paper-laden processes while increasing conversion
and renewal rates.
By connecting every touchpoint of the insurance lifecycle, you enhance
your insurer partnerships and increase quote to bind ratio for more
profitable premium growth.

Applied Commercial Lines is the most functional
and complete tool for commercial lines compared
to anything else I have seen on the market.
Gillian Van Kempen, Executive Vice President and Managing Director, Best Buy Insurance

Core Capabilities

Digitized Application Process

P&C Survey

Applied Commercial Lines provides access to

Applied Commercial Lines enables you to capture

hundreds of digitized insurance applications,

detailed underwriting, location, risk and coverage

including common forms, supplemental insurer

information. Send detailed submissions to multiple

applications, custom brokerage applications and

underwriters at once. Track all policy transactions

questionnaires to create a single data capture

once a risk is placed. Endorse, renew, cancel or

process and simplified data mapping to

reinstate policies. Full marketing and policy history

automate application completion.

is maintained for solid E&O protection.

Intelligent activity tracking capabilities alerts you
when clients sign in, fill out information, sign forms
and submit data. This eliminates unnecessary effort
spent on sending emails asking the client their status
during the application process.

Commercial Auto
Manage every aspect of your commercial auto fleet
with Applied Commercial Lines. Print individual
or blanket liability pink cards (binder or permanent);
and issue Coules, lnformco, Robil Form and CSIO
Liability cards. Create complete and accurate auto
submissions for underwriters. Import and export
data in and out of spreadsheets in minutes.

Enables Your Brokerage to

Significantly reduce duplicate data entry
and time wasted compiling multiple
insurance applications.

Generate comprehensive submissions
faster, reduce quote turn-around time and
create proposals that win more business.

P&C Issue

Analytics

For brokers with the authority to issue policies in

The rich, standardized policy and workflow data

their offices, Applied Commercial Lines allows you

captured in Applied Commercial Lines creates

to produce legally binding policies that you can

insightful analytics. From insurer reports to book

place in the hands of a client in a matter of minutes.

of business analysis and daily performance like
producer close rates, these visualizations enable
management to make informed decisions.

P&C Issue for Lloyd’s

Mobile

As risks evolve, the demand for a specialty markets

Applied Commercial Lines offers producers the

continue to grow. Brokers are a vital distribution

industry’s first mobile app designed to generate

channel offering a local route to the Lloyd’s market.

new commercial lines business at the point of sale.

P&C Issue for Lloyd’s enables Lloyd’s of London

And clean, consistent proposals make it easy

coverholders to quickly produce legally binding

for them to explain the details of the coverages

Lloyd’s policies.

to a prospect.

Gain a view into the workflow and policy
details to make more informed, strategic
business decisions.

Standardize workflows to eliminate
individual methods of processing new
business or managing in-force policies,
reducing inefficiencies and E&O risks.

